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Revision Notes 
 

12 / 22 / 2016 – Initial version of document 
12 / 22 / 2016 – Level design revisions, level measurements added, summary 
objective adjustments  
1 / 30 / 2018 – Grammar corrections 
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Overview 
 

Mission Location 
• Area 51 / Novara 52N-A 

• Professional, horrific and damaged setting 

• All indoors 

 

Mission Difficulty 
• The players’ character is fearful of the dark and will have a fear meter. If the 

player stays too long in unlit areas they will eventually die from fear. 
• Pacing will start off very cool; I’ve designed the beginning to be a calm 

introduction on the current situation within the facility. 
• The middle of the level will warmer to hot pacing. This will consist of enemy 

encounters, limited ammunition and decision making. There will be 
multiple enemy encounters; the player will have to choose to either attack 
the enemies or proceed with stealth. 

• The last area of the level is cooler with very few enemy encounters; I’ve 
designed this last area to be an escape stage. There will be collapsing 
ceilings which are triggered – one will kill an enemy. 

 

Objective Summary 

• Get to Richards’ office – Grab ID Card 

• Access Area 1 hallway with ID Card – Escape Area 1 

• Obtain Security ID Card in Janitor Room 

• Turn on Area 2 power – Escape to Area 3  
• Access Security Room, Obtain weapon in lockup – Escape to Area 4 

• Escape area 4 – Survive and escape the enemies – Escape to Area 5 

• Reach Generator room – Power lights & Exit Elevator – Escape 

• Powering generator triggers hallway collapse – Find alternate route (vent) 

• Area collapsing – Stay alive and escape 
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Level Design 
 

Floor Plan 
• The player starts in the Examination room within Area 1 and ends at Area 5 in an 

elevator. The main objective is to escape the facility. 

• When progressing from Area 1 to Area 2, the player will encounter a blocked pathway. 
They are to proceed through the vent within the ‘Janitor Room’, which will contain a 
security ID card for obtaining the weapon in Area 3 

• Area 4 will introduce two pathways in which the player can choose to progress 
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Area 1 
• Area 1 was designed to be very calm with no enemy encounters. 

• Area 1 will introduce the first mechanic – Fear meter. The main character is fearful of 
the dark and cannot surpass unlit areas or they will encounter death upon the meter 
reaching maximum. The player will encounter this mechanic at either the first ‘Flickering 
Light’ or if they try to walk into the darkness. 

• Area 1 also introduces the first ID card – unlocks the ‘Exit Area’ to proceed. 

• Broken doors will also be introduced. This forces the player to take alternate path to 
escape the facility due to non-functioning doors. 

• An addition to broken doors, blockages are presented in this area as well. Blockages can 
range from tipped over vents, broken ceilings, etc. This forces the player to take an 
alternate path to progress. 

• When exiting Area 1 to Area 2, the hallway is blocked off and the player must progress 
within the vent in the ‘Janitor Room’. This room will also have a ‘Security ID Card’ to 
unlock the ‘Security Room’ door 
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Area 2 
• Area 2 was designed to be a warmer area with enemy encounters and decision making. 

• Area 2 will introduce enemy encounters, vents and a power room to generate electricity 
to the ‘Exit Door’. 

• Each enemy has a pathway they follow – players may use this to their advantage. 

• When encountering the first enemy, the player has the option to hide in many different 
rooms – two offices and a filing room. 

• The second office – middle – will have a vent that is usable. The player may not know 
how to use vents due to them being closed in these rooms – player will have to break 
them open. However, the vent in the documenting room will be open, which will force 
the player to progress through.  

• Vents educate the player that they are great for shortcuts within rooms that have them. 
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Area 3 
• Area 3 was designed to be warm – similar to Area 2 – with few enemy encounters. 

• Area 3 will introduce the first ‘ID Locked Door’ and the first weapon encounter. 

• The ‘ID Locked Door’ will be accessible due to the player already having the ID Card from 
the ‘Janitor Room’. 

•  
Area 3 was designed to show off the security part of the facility and to introduce the first weapon to 

the player – which is obtained in the weapon lockup. This will be used throughout the level to progress if 
needed. 

• The weapon can now be used to kill enemies or be saved for further use. The weapon is full on 
ammunition but finding more will be very scarce. The player has the choice now to either kill 
their first enemy or stealth around it. 

• The player is again introduced to another vent access to escape the security room. 

• Another enemy is introduced to the player, both in this area are fairly easy to kill if the player 
decides to. 
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Area 4 
 Area 4 was designed to be the hardest area within the level. This area was also designed to have 
two ways to progress – the top room or the bottom room.  The top choice was designed to be more 
challenging while the bottom was designed to be less challenging with just one enemy in the ‘Test 
Centre’ and one outside the ‘Test Centre’. All enemies have pathways that can be observed. 
 Area 4 introduces the first ‘One-way door’ which is on the bottom lane. This door only opens 
one way (pointed in direction). This was designed so if the player had gone through the top lane, they 
cannot go through the door and end up in the wrong area.  

• There are many walls designed to hide behind within this area from enemies to progress. 

• Enemies follow a pathway, the player can use this knowledge to progress or just simple kill the 
enemies. 
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Area 5 
• Area 5 was designed to be the last calm stage with less enemy encounters. This area was also 

designed to be an escape area (further description below). 

• The player first encounters only one way to go which is to their right (left looking at the 
illustration).  

• As soon as the player enters the ‘Electrical room’ an enemy will trigger and walk towards the 
player. The player has now to make a choice to either kill the enemy or flee.  

• The player must power on the generator to access the elevator and to light up the area.  

• Once the generator is powered on the ceiling will collapse (green icon in hallway) – this forces 
the player to take an alternate route, which is the vent. The unlit area is also now lit. 

• Walking towards the ‘Lounge area’, another trigger will activate, which will have the ceiling 
collapse on the enemy. The player must go through the ‘Lounge Area’ to progress. 

 
This area was initially designed to be an escape area, due to having the whole level of the facility 

collapsing after the generator was powered on. This is showing the player they must escape quickly 
before the whole floor collapses and showing the player that all hell is breaking loose in the whole 
facility. 

 


